: CAVE-AR is a virtual reality (VR) authoring tool aimed at assisting designers in creating, simulating and debugging augmented reality (AR) experiences. In the left image, a user in the real world is seeing AR content through his mobile device. On the right, a second user is able to monitor in real-time, through our authoring system, what the real-world user is seeing, and debug eventual faults. A dedicated panel displays hardware information about the user's mobile device (a), whose horizontal positioning accuracy is represented by a red circle (b). Two additional views display the estimated perspective of the user (c) and the live AR video feed from the device camera (d).
ABSTRACT
Despite advances in augmented reality (AR), the process of creating meaningful experiences with this technology is still extremely challenging. Due to different tracking implementations and hardware constraints, developing AR applications either requires low-level programming skills, or is done through specific authoring tools that largely sacrifice the possibility of customizing the AR experience. Existing development workflows also do not support previewing or simulating the AR experience, requiring a lengthy process of trial and error by which content creators deploy and physically test applications in each iteration. To mitigate these limitations, we propose CAVE-AR, a novel virtual reality system for authoring, simulating and debugging custom augmented reality experiences. Available both as a standalone or a plug-in tool, CAVE-AR is based on the concept of representing in the same global reference system both in AR content and tracking information, mixing geographical information, architectural features, and sensor data to simulate the context of an AR experience. Thanks to its novel abstraction of existing tracking technologies, CAVE-AR operates independently of users' devices, and integrates with existing programming tools to provide maximum flexibility. Our VR application provides designers with ways to create and modify an AR application, even while others are in the midst of using it. CAVE-AR further allows the designer to track how users are behav-* e-mail: marco@mastercava.com † e-mail: angus@ucsc.edu ing, preview what they are currently seeing, and interact with them through several different channels.
To illustrate our proposed development workflow and demonstrate the advantages of our authoring system, we introduce two CAVE-AR use cases in which an augmented reality application is created and tested. In particular, we compare the CAVE-AR workflow to traditional development methods and demonstrate the importance of simulation and live application debugging.
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CAVE-AR
Over the last decade, mobile AR has emerged as an effective technology in education, entertainment, medical, and engineering applications. As many different sectors continue to take advantage of the unique affordances of AR, effective authoring tools are needed so that developers and artists can quickly create and customize AR experiences. However, building compelling AR smartphone applications is a non-trivial process that requires dealing with multiple, unrelated tracking technologies and hardware constraints, and no standard patterns for design and development have yet been defined. A first challenge is represented by the difficulty to conceive and design an AR experience and all its interactions within the same global reference system. Virtual objects and interactions are generally defined in the local space generated by specific relative-camera-pose estimation algorithms (e.g. SLAM, marker-based tracking), where the context surrounding each piece of virtual content is often lost, as well as its eventual relationships with other virtual objects or users. Due to this strong dependence on hardware and tracking 2019 IEEE Conference on Virtual Reality and 3D User Interfaces 23-27 March, Osaka, Japan 978-1-7281-1377-7/19/$31.00 ©2019 IEEE technologies, content creators also face a difficult choice between focusing on low level programming, which ensures flexibility and customization, or working with higher-level graphical tools, which are simpler to use but are still far from satisfactory in terms of interaction support. After having defined the content and interactions for an AR application, the biggest challenge lies in managing the relationship between the physical and virtual world at run-time. Due to the significant influence of unexpected environment conditions and highly variable hardware configurations, AR applications often do not perform as intended once deployed, and require thorough real-world testing. Unfortunately, the need to be physically present in the environment being augmented during the development cycle can be difficult and time consuming, and identifying application errors from user interaction at run-time is sometimes impossible.
In this paper, we describe an effective abstraction of multiple kinds of tracking technologies in order to enable an appropriate definition of virtual content and camera pose in a global reference system. This enables the designer to effectively position virtual objects within the real world independent of the tracking algorithms used; to define complex interactions between content and users; to simulate an application before its deployment; to remotely debug tracking performance in real-time; and to understand how multiple users are behaving within an AR experience. These capabilities result in an enhanced workflow for developing AR applications (Fig. 3) , introducing simulation and debugging as validation steps before and after deployment. Specifically, we present CAVE-AR, a new system that facilitates both the design of complex AR experiences as well as monitoring and communicating with users taking part in these experiences. Both aspects of this system rely on a virtual reality (VR) interface whereby a designer remotely views and interacts with all aspects of the AR experience, including 3D models of real-world buildings and other features, maps of the environment, live camera views, and rich sensor data from each player participating in the AR experience.
After describing technological contributions and interface design, we provide details on two different AR experiences developed using CAVE-AR that show this system at work in real-world projects that serve as initial evaluations of the process of designing AR experiences via a VR interface. The first, Riverwalk [2] , is part of an ongoing effort by the Chicago History Museum called "Chicago 0,0" to promote public access to archival photographs. This application shows a timeline of historical images on top of important locations alongside the Chicago River. The second experience, DigitalQuest [1] , is an AR version of the classic"scavenger hunt" game wherein teams compete to find, in this case, virtual objects, and to solve challenges associated with these objects, as well as the real-world locations where they are situated.
